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CMA GC be permanently dissolved. All other if any business be devolved to the AGM.

With the advent of national CMA one-member-one-vote direct democratic elections for CMA 
President Board Directors and Statutory Committees CMA GC be permanently dissolved. All if any 
residual business can be devolved to the CMA AGM. 
 

Suppose the preceding three business VMA sponsored proposals are all passed and with GC 
already all but crumbled with BC sending but 5 of 35 potential delegates to the virtual meeting in 
August 2021. In that case, it's time for it to dissolve. The electoral function of GC bar the appointment 
of statutory committees and the Chair of the ethics committee will have ended. GC is an 
anachronism - a relic of CMA's patriarchal history that must be left behind us.



The membership wants its voice. The Delegate Director Election in BC has clearly so indicated. So 
then, as GC dissolves, a new opportunity is born. 
 
In South Africa, the collapse of the Apartheid government paved the way for a national  ‘indaba’ 
-Zulu/Xhosa for ‘discussion - which included all relevant stakeholders. So then, in Canada in and 
around healthcare, the same needs to happen. In South Africa, as the 17 Homelands dissolved, the 
Indaba paved the way for the most modern and arguably best constitution in the world. In Canada, 
the collapse of GC provides the opportunity for physicians to open up their minds and hearts in 
leading with our allied colleagues and patients toward a higher order as we put our patriarchal and 
racist past behind us. 

The process of debate around nationwide democratic elections with EDI Female BIPOC GLBTYQI 
2S+ and other marginalized candidates mentored, trained and supported to run alongside all other 
willing candidates in a free, fair and equitable process bears no explanation. The country, following 
the SARS Co-V-2  pandemic, is ready for this conversation. 
 
In the spirit of CMA’s stated guiding principles of diversity engagement transparency, accountability 
equity diversity and impact, a newfound engaged democratically united revitalized and reorganized 
CMA can boldly look to the future in bringing together citizens allied health professionals doctors, and 
stakeholders across the country. We need to clear the way for a national dialogue wherein we have 
participation and buy-in from all Canadians and relevant stakeholders in a drive toward a new order 
of health care governance organization and management with CMA, the quintessential catalyst and 
supreme advocate toward effective and lasting health care change.


